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KUSGRP Packaging Requirements 

 
1. The Prices listed in the Purchase Order (PO)or Agreement are inclusive of all packaging costs.  

 

2. Supplier will be responsible for complying with all applicable packaging and labelling specifications as relayed through 

and ensure the safe delivery of the products. Photos how the products were packed must be provided to KUSGRP. 

Supplier shall bear all risks of damage or loss by failure to observe the necessary packaging requirement until the 

products are successfully delivered to KUSGRP’s Warehouse.  

 

3. Products loaded in container must be properly packed, such as: 
a) in pallet, includes inner packaging (inner packaging refers to products needed to be packed in carton box, bag 

or in small bundle before putting on pallet or big bundle). 
b) bundle base on product different shape and dimension,  

Loose packaging is not accepted unless approved by KUSGRP in writing before loading the container. 
 

4. Pallet/bundle must attach a marking label, Information to be included in marking label shall be advised in PO basis by 
KUSGRP. Supplier shall make sure to comply with the requirements. 
 

5. In case multiple products needed to be mixed on a pallet, the products must be packed in different layer, a proper divider 
must be in place and marking label must be properly arranged for easier assessment. 
 

6. No suppliers’ information shall be put on any marking label, packaging material or on the product itself. Any attempt to 
put the markings, whether with intent to solicit the clients of KUSGRP or not shall entitle KUSGRP to ban the Supplier 
and/or KUSGRP may file the necessary action against the said Supplier. Supplier shall shoulder the cost for the removal 
of the information indicated. 
 

7. Supplier shall ensure that pallet material must be strong enough to support the load and stackable for 4 layers of 
pallets/bundles. Pallet/bundle must be properly secured with metal strapping after products loaded. Other necessary 
protective measure must be put into place to avoid from typical transport damages. If the Supplier fails to follow, the 
Supplier shall assume all risks of damages and shall shoulder the repair costs. 
 

8. For Wood Pallet it must be a solid wood, while plywood pallet can only be used in special cases and should be with 
express approval of KUSGRP, in writing.  
 

9. Packaging must be suitable to protect products against rusty or corrosion, moisture, rain, shock, etc. 
 

10. Fumigation on wooden pallet is at Supplier’s cost, if needed. 
 

11. Any gross or deliberate violation of any of the requirement as above stated shall entitle KUSGRP to take any legal action 
or remedy and may reimburse damages, if necessary.  
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